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Abstract—To help understand our universe better, researchers
and scientists currently run extreme-scale cosmology simulations
on leadership supercomputers. However, such simulations can
generate large amounts of scientific data, which often result
in expensive costs in data associated with data movement and
storage. Lossy compression techniques have become attractive
because they significantly reduce data size and can maintain
high data fidelity for post-analysis. In this paper, we propose
to use GPU-based lossy compression for extreme-scale cosmo-
logical simulations. Our contributions are threefold: (1) we
implement multiple GPU-based lossy compressors to our open-
source compression benchmark and analysis framework named
Foresight; (2) we use Foresight to comprehensively evaluate
the practicality of using GPU-based lossy compression on two
real-world extreme-scale cosmology simulations, namely HACC
and Nyx, based on a series of assessment metrics; and (3) we
develop a general optimization guideline on how to determine the
best-fit configurations for different lossy compressors and cos-
mological simulations. Experiments show that GPU-based lossy
compression can provide necessary accuracy on post-analysis for
cosmological simulations and high compression ratio of 5∼15×
on the tested datasets, as well as much higher compression and
decompression throughput than CPU-based compressors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Today’s scientific simulations on leadership supercomputers
play important roles in many science and engineering do-
mains such as cosmology. Cosmological simulations enable
researchers and scientists to investigate new fundamental astro-
physics ideas, develop and evaluate new cosmological probes,
and assist large-scale cosmological surveys and investigate
systematic uncertainties [1]. Given the scale of such surveys
and the demands on high-accuracy predictions, such cosmo-
logical simulations are usually computation-intensive and must
be run on leadership supercomputers. Today’s supercomputers
have evolved to heterogeneity with accelerator-based architec-
tures, in particular GPU-based high-performance computing
(HPC) systems, such as the Summit system [2] at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory. To adapt to this evolution, cosmological
simulation code such as HACC (the Hardware/Hybrid Ac-
celerated Cosmology Code) and Nyx [3] (an adaptive mesh
cosmological simulation code) are particularly designed for
GPU-based HPC systems and can be efficiently scaled to
simulating trillions of particles on millions of cores [4], [5].
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However, extreme-scale cosmological simulations produce
huge amounts of data, and as a result storage size and band-
width have become major bottlenecks [6]–[8]. For example,
one HACC simulation for trillions of particles can generate
up to 220 TB of data for each snapshot. Thus, a total of
22 PB of data would be generated, assuming 100 snapshots
during the simulation. Moreover, the I/O time would exceed 10
hours, taking into consideration a sustained storage bandwidth
of 500 GB/s, which is deterred. To address these issues, the
data are usually saved using a process known as decimation.
Decimation stores one snapshot every other time step during
the simulation. This process can lead to a loss of valuable
simulation information and negatively influence the post-
analysis. A better solution to this simple decimation strategy
has been proposed—a new generation of error-bounded lossy
compression techniques such as SZ [9]–[11] and ZFP [12].
These error-bounded lossy compression techniques can usually
achieve much higher compression ratios, given the same
distortion, as demonstrated in many prior studies [8]–[15].
Although lossy compression can significantly reduce data
size, an open question remains on how to guarantee the
data distortion caused by the compression is acceptable. For
instance, dark matter halos [16] play an important role in the
formation and evolution of galaxies and hence cosmological
simulations. None of the existing work, however, is dedicated
to the study of the alterations of dark matter halos caused
by different lossy compressors on cosmological simulation
datasets. Instead, most of the existing work focuses on general
data distortion metrics, such as peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR), normalized root-mean-square error, Mean Relative
Error (MRE), and Mean Square Error (MSE), all of which
cannot satisfy the demands of cosmological simulation de-
velopers and users. On the other hand, as a result of the
evolution of supercomputer architecture (e.g., more powerful
GPUs on a single node, high-speed CPU-GPU and direct
GPU-GPU interconnects), a recent study of cosmological sim-
ulations on the Summit supercomputer [17] shows a significant
performance improvement compared to prior studies [4], [5].
Specifically, the HACC simulation with 0.1 trillion particles
using 1,024 Summit nodes can take about 10 seconds per
timestep and generate 2.5 TB per snapshot, whereas the SZ
lossy compressor, for instance, can achieve a throughput of
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about only 2 TB/s with 1,024 nodes (64 Intel Xeon 6148
CPU cores per node), according to prior work [9], [18]
and our experiment. Even ignoring the time to transfer the
uncompressed data from the GPU to the CPU, CPU-based
lossy compressors would still cause about more than 10%
overhead of the overall performance, which would limit the I/O
performance gain by lossy compression. Thus, several lossy
compressor development teams have recently released the
GPU versions to reduce the compression overhead. These GPU
versions can both accelerate the compression computation and
reduce the time needed to transfer the data from GPU to
CPU after the compression. However, there has been no prior
work studying GPU-based lossy compression for large-scale
cosmological simulations such as HACC and Nyx. Hence, a
comprehensive evaluation and study on such simulations is
crucial to the community. To the best of our knowledge, this
paper is the first work on quantitatively evaluating GPU-based
lossy compression on real-world extreme-scale cosmological
simulations. Our work takes into consideration cosmology-
specific evaluation metrics while developing an evaluation
methodology and a framework to assist analysis on complex
results designed to provide useful insights.
Our study can benefit three target audiences: (1) cosmolog-
ical simulation developers and users who intend to leverage
lossy compressor to reduce the I/O and storage burden; (2)
lossy compressor developers who target cosmological simu-
lations or other similar large-scale scientific simulations; and
(3) HPC system administrators who intend to deploy lossy
compressors as a system data-management tool. Moreover,
our work can also be applied to other large-scale scientific
simulations, which are facing the challenge to understand the
impacts of lossy compression on their domain-specific metrics,
such as climate simulation [19] with structural similarity index
[20]. Our contributions are listed as follows.
• We carefully implement advanced GPU-based lossy com-
pressors into Foresight, our open-source compression
benchmark and analysis framework.
• We comprehensively evaluate the practicality of using
leading GPU-based lossy compressors (i.e., GPU-SZ and
cuZFP) with various compression configurations on two
well-known extreme-scale cosmological simulation (i.e.,
HACC and Nyx) datasets.
• We develop a general optimization guideline for domain
scientists on how to determine the best-fit compression
configurations for different GPU-based lossy compressors
and cosmological simulations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we discuss the background information. In Section III, we
formulate the research problem. In Section IV, we describe our
evaluation methodologies, including our evaluation framework
and configurations. In Section V, we present the experimen-
tal evaluation results on real-world cosmological simulation
datasets and our optimization guideline. In Section VII, we
present our conclusion and discuss future work.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we present background information about
advanced lossy compression for scientific data and cosmolog-
ical simulations.
A. GPU-Based Lossy Compression for Scientific Data
Scientific data compression has been studied for decades.
There are two categories of data compression: lossless and
lossy. Lossless compressors such as FPZIP [21] and FPC [22]
can provide only compression ratios typically lower than 2:1
for dense scientific data because of the significant randomness
of the ending mantissa bits [23].
As its name suggests, lossy compression can compress data
with little information loss in the reconstructed data. Compared
to lossless compression, lossy compression can provide a much
higher compression ratio while still maintaining useful infor-
mation in the data. Different lossy compressors can provide
different compression modes, such as error-bounded mode and
fixed-rate mode. Error-bounded mode requires users to set
an error bound, such as absolute error bound and point-wise
relative error bound. The compressor ensures the differences
between the original data and the reconstructed data do not
exceed the user-set error bound. Fixed-rate mode means that
users can set a target bitrate, and the compressor guarantees
the actual bitrate of compressed data to be lower than the
user-set value.
In recent years, a new generation of lossy compressors for
scientific data has been proposed and developed, such as SZ
and ZFP. SZ [9]–[11] is a prediction-based error-bounded lossy
compressor for scientific data. SZ has three main steps: (1)
predict each data point’s value based on its neighboring points
by using an adaptive, best-fit prediction method; (2) quantize
the difference between the real value and predicted value
based on the user-set error bound; and (3) apply a customized
Huffman coding and lossless compression to achieve a higher
compression ratio. ZFP [12] is another advanced lossy com-
pressor for scientific data that can support both error-bounded
mode and fixed-rate mode. ZFP first divides the dataset into
small blocks (e.g., 4×4) and then compresses each block with
the following steps: exponent alignment, orthogonal transform,
fixed-point integer conversion, and bit-plan-based embedded
coding.
SZ and ZFP were first developed for CPU architectures, and
both started rolling out their GPU-based lossy compression
recently. The SZ team has implemented its GPU prototype
using OpenMP [24], whereas the ZFP team has released the
CUDA implementation of ZFP compression [25]. Compared
to lossy compression on CPUs, GPU-based lossy compression
can provide much higher throughput for both compression and
decompression, as demonstrated in our experimental evalua-
tion addressed in Section V.
B. Cosmological Simulations at Extreme Scale
HACC and Nyx are two leading cosmological simulations
designed to target the extreme-scale supercomputers. Accord-
ing to prior studies [5], [26], HACC and Nyx can run up
(a) Original (b) Reconstructed with
PW REL = 0.1
(c) Reconstructed with
PW REL = 0.25
(d) Power Spectrum Density
Fig. 1: Visualization of (a) original Nyx data, (b) reconstructed Nyx data using GPU-SZ with PW REL = 0.1, (c) reconstructed Nyx data
using GPU-SZ with PW REL = 0.25, and (d) power spectrum density of (a), (b), and (c).
to millions of cores in the leadership supercomputers in the
United States, such as Summit [2]. These two simulations
complement each other, although each has different area of
specialization.
A high-performance cosmology code HACC simulates the
mass evolution of the universe for all available supercomputer
architectures [1]. HACC solves an N-body problem involv-
ing domain decomposition, a grid-based medium-/long-range
force solver based on a particle-mesh method, and a short-
range force solver based on a particle-particle algorithm. The
particle-mesh solver is common to all architectures, whereas
the short-range solver is architecture-specific. For paralleliza-
tion, HACC uses MPI for the long-range force calculation
and architecture-specific programming language for the short-
range force algorithms, such as OpenMP and CUDA.
Nyx is an adaptive mesh, hydrodynamics code designed to
model astrophysical reacting flows on HPC systems [3], [26].
This code models dark matter as discrete particles moving
under the influence of gravity. The fluid in gas-dynamics is
modeled using a finite-volume methodology on an adaptive
set of 3-D Eulerian grids/mesh. The mesh structure is used to
evolve both the fluid quantities and the particles via a particle-
mesh method. Similar to HACC, Nyx uses MPI and OpenMP
for parallelization.
Considering cosmological simulation data format, HACC
and Nyx are also two representatives. HACC data contains
multiple 1-D arrays to represent particles’ information, with
six of them storing each particle’s position (x, y, z) and veloc-
ity (vx, vy, vz). In addition to cosmological simulations, this
format is commonly used for other N-body simulations, such
as molecular dynamics simulation. Unlike HACC data, Nyx
data uses six 3-D arrays to represent field information in grid
structure. Both HACC and Nyx data can be mutually verified
by each other under the same simulation. We will discuss more
details about the evaluation datasets in Section IV.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND METRICS DESCRIPTION
In this paper, we focus on quantitatively evaluating and
analyzing GPU-based lossy compressors on cosmological sim-
ulation datasets. Our evaluation metrics includes the following:
1) compression ratio,
2) distortion between original and reconstructed data,
3) cosmological metrics suggested by domain scientists, and
4) compression and decompression throughput.
We now discuss the above metrics in detail.
Metric 1: One of the most commonly used metrics in com-
pression research, compression ratio is a ratio of the original
data size and the reconstructed data size. Higher compression
ratios mean denser information aggregation against the original
data, as well as faster data transfer through network or CPU-
GPU interconnect.
Metric 2: Distortion is another important metric used to
evaluate lossy compression quality in general. In this paper,
we use the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) to measure the
distortion quality. Similar to prior work [9], [11], [27], we
plot the rate-distortion curve, which is used to compare the
distortion quality with the same bitrate (i.e., average number
of bits per value), for a fair comparison between different
compressors, taking into account diverse compression modes.
Metric 3: Besides the above general evaluation metrics, we
also take into account cosmology-specific evaluation metrics
to better understand the feasibility of using GPU-based lossy
compressors in extreme-scale cosmological simulations. For
example, Figs. 1a, 1b, and 1c show the visualization of
the original and reconstructed Nyx data with GPU-SZ using
two different pointwise relative error bounds of 0.1 and 0.25.
Although the two reconstructed data are nearly identical from
a visual perspective, the quality of the second one is not
acceptable based on a power spectrum analysis as shown in
Figure 1d (will be discussed in the following section). In
particular, we will analyze the below two cosmology-specific
evaluation metrics.
a) Dark Matter Halos: Dark matter halos play an impor-
tant role in the formation and evolution of galaxies and con-
sequently cosmological simulations. Halos are over-densities
in the dark matter distribution and can be identified using
different algorithms; in this instance, we use the Friends-of-
Friends algorithm [28]. That is, we connect each particle to all
“friends” within a distance, with a group of particles in one
chain considered as one halo. Another concept of halo, such
as Most Connected Particle, is defined as the particle within
a halo with the most friends. Then there is the Most Bound
Particle, which is defined as the particle within a halo with the
lowest potential. A parallel halo-finding function is applied the
dataset to generate the results. For decompressed data, some of
the information can be distorted from the original. Information
such as the position of one particle can affect the halo number
detected, particularly for smaller halos.
b) Power Spectrum: Matter distribution in the Universe
has evolved to form astrophysical structures on different phys-
ical scales, from planets to larger structures such as superclus-
ters and galaxy filaments. The two-point correlation function
ξ(r), which gives the excess probability of finding a galaxy at
a certain distance r from another galaxy, statistically describes
the amount of the Universe at each physical scale. The Fourier
transform of ξ(r) is called the matter power spectrum P (k),
where k is the comoving wavenumber. Therefore, the matter
power spectrum describes how much structure exists at the
different physical scales. Observational data from ongoing sky
surveys have measured the power spectrum of matter density
fluctuations across several scales. These sky surveys, along
with large-scale simulations, are used to investigate problems
such as determining cosmological parameters [16].
Metric 4: Compression and decompression throughputs
are key advantages of using a GPU-based lossy compressor
instead of a CPU-based compressor. To make use of GPU’s
high parallelism—and thus achieve high overall throughput—
an efficient GPU kernel is vitally important and must be
carefully designed. In this paper, we assume that data are
generated by cosmological simulations on GPUs, and then the
compression would be directly performed on the data from the
GPU memory; finally, the compressed data would be saved
from GPUs to disks via CPUs. Similarly, we also assume
that after the data are reconstructed by GPU decompression,
such data would be used by the following simulation or
postanalysis tasks on the GPU without transferring it back
to the CPU. Overall, our goal is to make the compression
and decompression throughput as high as possible while still
satisfying the postanalysis requirements set by cosmology
scientists on the reconstructed data.
IV. EVALUATION METHODOLOGIES
In this section, we present our evaluation methodologies.
We first discuss our proposed Foresight framework. And
second, we describe in detail the configurations for the lossy
compressors and datasets used in the evaluation.
A. Design Overview of Foresight
Fig. 2: Three components of Foresight framework: CBench executes
the compression algorithms, PAT allows CBench to be used in a
distributed-computing and post hoc analyses, and web-based Cinema
viewers are used to visualize the results.
We use Foresight1, an open-source toolkit, as our frame-
work to evaluate, analyze, and visualize lossy compressors
for extreme-scale cosmological simulations [29], which we
enhanced with GPU capabilities. Foresight is the first toolkit
1Available at https://github.com/lanl/VizAly-Foresight.
Fig. 3: Dependency graph for Foresight.
that enables scientists to easily run their own analytics on the
compressed data and understand the impacts of lossy com-
pressors on their applications. By only configuring a simple
JSON file, Foresight can automatically evaluate diverse com-
pression configurations and provide user-desired analysis and
visualization on the lossy compressed data. Without Foresight,
this process can be achieved only by manually configuring
numerous parameters, and it is difficult to identify the bestfit
compression solution for different scientific applications and
domain-specific metrics. In addition, we carefully integrate a
series of scientific lossy compressors especially GPU-based
lossy compressors (including GPU-SZ and cuZFP) to our
Foresight framework in this work. Foresight consists of the
following three main components:
1) CBench: CBench is a compression benchmark tool
designed for scientific simulations. During recent years, re-
searchers working on extreme-scale scientific simulations have
struggled with large data size and have searched for suitable
compression methods to shrink the data size for better storage
and I/O. However, the error generated by error-bounded lossy
compression may not always be evenly distributed in the error-
bound range. For instance, lossy compression—such as ZFP—
provides a Gaussian-like error distribution. Moreover, distor-
tion metrics such as MRE, MSE, and PSNR may not have a
bijective-function relationship with user-set error bound on the
real-world datasets. Because of these problems, it is difficult
to determine a best-fit configuration (e.g., error bound) for
their datasets without any test beforehand. CBench provides
researchers with an interface to test different lossy compressors
and determine the best-fit compression configuration based on
their demands. The benchmarking results include compression
ratio, data distortion (e.g., MRE, MSE, PSNR), compression
and decompression throughput, and the reconstructed dataset
for the following analysis and visualization in Foresight.
2) PAT: Because CBench runs as an executable on the
command-line, it does provide one distinguishing feature from
other compression evaluation tools: it can perform parameter
sweep studies on distributed-computing networks. There are
many workflow management systems [30]; however, for the
purposes of our study, we require a simple system compatible
with the SLURM [31] cluster job scheduling system. Thus,
we integrate PAT into our Foresight framework. PAT is a
lightweight workflow submission Python package that con-
tains a number of utilities for scheduling SLURM jobs, with
dependencies, that execute CBench, provide analysis scripts
(e.g., computing power spectra), and plot the results. As shown
in Figure 2, PAT takes as input the output files generated
by CBench and compression metrics statistics. The two main
components of PAT are a Job class and a Workflow class.
The Job class enables a user to specify the requirements for
a SLURM batch script and the dependencies for that job.
The Workflow class tracks the dependencies between jobs and
writes the submission script for the workflow. The dependency
graph for the different components is shown in Figure 3.
Note that in this study we adopt cosmology-specific analysis
scripts for dark matter halos and power spectrum (discussed
in Section III), whereas other analysis code can be added into
our framework for different scientific simulations.
3) Visualization: This is the last stage of the pipeline.
The visualization class will take in metrics from CBench
and the files generated from the different analyses by PAT to
create plots. The plots are grouped in a Cinema Explorer [32]
database to provide an easily downloadable package for
framework users. Examples of Cinema databases can be seen
at: https://lanl.github.io/VizAly-Foresight/. However, in this
paper, we only show the plots generated.
B. Evaluation Configuration
1) Lossy Compressors: Many recent studies [13]–[15] have
showed that SZ and ZFP are two leading lossy compressors for
scientific simulation data and can well represent prediction-
and transformation-based lossy compressors, respectively. In
this paper, we mainly focus on these two advanced lossy
compressors without loss of generality.
SZ has implemented a GPU version prototype using
OpenMP (denoted by GPU-SZ [33]). However, the memory
layout implemented in the current version is not optimized
for overall throughput. Based on our discussion with the
SZ development team, the compression and decompression
throughputs are expected to be significantly improved after
the memory-layout optimization, which can also maintain
the same compression quality. Therefore, in this paper we
evaluate all metrics except the compression and decompression
throughput for GPU-SZ. We also note that the current GPU-
SZ only supports 3-D dataset and absolute error-bound mode
(ABS). Accordingly, for the 1-D HACC dataset, we will first
convert it into 3-D format and second compress the converted
3-D data. It is worth noting that the point-wise relative
error-bound mode (PW_REL) can result in better compression
quality for some data fields, such as HACC velocity data. In
this case, we will convert the original data by a logarithmic
transformation and then compress the converted data using the
ABS mode, which can achieve the same effect as PW_REL
mode, according to an existing work [27].
ZFP has released its CUDA version named cuZFP [25].
We note that the current cuZFP only supports compression
and decompression with fixed-rate mode. Thus, we will use
cuZFP with different bitrates in our evaluation.
2) Evaluation Datasets: The cosmological simulation data
used in our experimental evaluation includes both HACC and
Nyx datasets. The details of the datasets are shown in Table II.
The HACC dataset2 is provided by the HACC development
team at Argonne National Laboratory [34]. It contains six 1-D
arrays, with each field having 1,073,726,359 single-precision
2Available at http://dx.doi.org/10.21227/zg3m-8j73.
floating-point numbers. The HACC simulation used to gen-
erate this dataset uses module M001 to cover a (0.36 Gpc)3
volume and sets the redshift value to be 0. The data are in
GenericIO file format [35]. The Nyx dataset3 is provided by
the Nyx development team at Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory [36]. It is a single-level grid structure without
adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) and does not include par-
ticle data. It contains six 3-D arrays, with each field having
512×512×512 single-precision floating-point numbers. The
six fields are baryon density (ρb), dark matter density (ρdm),
temperature (T ), and velocity in three directions (vx, vy, vz).
The dataset is in HDF5 file format [37].
3) Experimental Platform: We conduct our evaluation on
two HPC clusters, which are the Darwin [38] cluster at Los
Alamos National Laboratory and PantaRhei [39] cluster at
the University of Alabama. We perform our experiments on
different GPUs as shown in Table I from both clusters and
compare with lossy compressors on 20-core Intel Xeon Gold
6148 CPU from PantaRhei. All the GPUs are connected to the
host via 16-lane PCIe 3.0 interconnect.
4) Implementation Details:
Dimension conversion: As we mentioned above, the cur-
rent GPU-SZ does not support 1-D dataset. To compress
HACC 1-D dataset properly, we need to convert the six 1-D
arrays into 3-D arrays. In fact, we must convert the 1-D HACC
dataset to 3-D because the HACC simulation used to generate
this dataset runs with 8×8×4 MPI processes, and each MPI
process saves its own portion of the dataset, leading to 8×8×4
data partitions. We first divide the 1,073,726,359 data points
of each 1-D array into eight 134,217,728
(
227
)
partitions,
padding with zeros. Then, we convert each 1-D partition
into 512×512×512 or 2,097,152×8×8 size of 3-D arrays.
Consequently, we can use GPU-SZ to compress the converted
3-D data. We note that the 512×512×512 conversion results
in best compression quality in our experiments. Thus, we will
use 512×512×512 for GPU-SZ in the following evaluation.
Although cuZFP can support 1-D data, the compression quality
on the 1-D data is not as good as that on the converted 3-D
data. Accordingly, we use the 3-D size of 2,097,152×8×8 for
cuZFP on the HACC dataset. This process will be reversed
for reconstruction data. We decompress the compressed 3-D
dataset and then convert the decompressed dataset back to 1-D
arrays. The time overhead of this conversion is negligible be-
cause we only pass the pointer and specify the data dimension
to the compression and decompression function.
Logarithmic transformation: Based on a previous
study [27] and a suggestion from the HACC developers,
PW_REL is better than ABS for the velocity fields in the
HACC dataset. However, GPU-SZ only supports ABS so far.
Inspired by a previous work [27], we adopt a logarithmic
transformation with the base e to convert each velocity field
point by point and the user-set PW_REL error bound to ABS
error bound. We then perform the GPU-SZ compression on
the converted data and ABS error bound. During the recon-
struction, we decompress the data using the converted ABS
3Available at http://dx.doi.org/10.21227/k8gb-vq78.
TABLE I: Specifications of Different GPUs Used in Our Experiments
GPUs Release Date Architecture
Compute
Capability
Memory Shaders Peak Perf. (FP32) Memory B/W
Nvidia RTX 2080Ti c. 2018 Turing 7.5 11GB GDDR6 4352 13 TFLOPS 448 GB/s
Nvidia Tesla V100 c. 2017 Volta 7.0-7.2 16GB HBM2 5120 14 TFLOPS 900 GB/s
Nvidia Titan V c. 2017 Volta 7.0-7.2 12GB HBM2 5120 15 TFLOPS 650 GB/s
Nvidia GTX 1080Ti c. 2017 Pascal 6.0-6.2 11GB GDDR5X 3584 11 TFLOPS 485 GB/s
Nvidia P6000 c. 2016 Pascal 6.0-6.2 24GB GDDR5X 3840 13 TFLOPS 433 GB/s
Nvidia Tesla P100 c. 2016 Pascal 6.0-6.2 16GB HBM2 3584 9.5 TFLOPS 732 GB/s
Nvidia Tesla K80 c. 2014 Kepler 2.0 3.0-3.7 12×2GB GDDR5 2496×2 4×2 TFLOPS 240×2 GB/s
TABLE II: Details of HACC and Nyx Dataset Used in Experiments
Dataset Dimension Size Field Value Range
HACC 1,073,726,359 38 GB
Position (0, 256)
Velocity
(−104, 104)
Nyx 512×512×512 6.6 GB
Baryon Density
(
0, 105
)
Dark Matter
Density
(
0, 104
)
Temparature
(
102, 107
)
Velocity
(−108, 108)
error bound and then reconstruct the data with the exponential
transformation using the same base e.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we first present the evaluation results4 of
different GPU-based lossy compressors on the HACC and Nyx
datasets and second provide a general optimization guideline
for cosmology researchers and scientists.
A. Rate-Distortion Evaluation
We first present the results of compression ratio and data
distortion as a result of using GPU-SZ and cuZFP on our tested
cosmological simulation datasets. We use PSNR to evaluate
the quality of the reconstructed data. Note that GPU-SZ is
designed for fixed maximum compression error using its ABS
mode, whereas cuZFP is designed for fixed compression ratio
using its fixed-bit mode. For a fair comparison, we plot the
rate-distortion curves for both GPU-SZ and cuZFP on different
fields and compare their distortion values in PNSR at the same
bitrate, as shown in Figure 4. The x-axis stands for the bitrate
in bits/value. The lower a bitrate is, the higher its compression
ratio will be. Note that the original HACC and Nyx data is
in 32-bit single precision, meaning that a bitrate of 4.0 is
equivalent to the compression ratio of 8×.
Figure 4a shows the rate-distortion curve of GPU-SZ and
cuZFP on the Nyx dataset. We note that GPU-SZ generally
has higher PSNR than cuZFP with the same bitrate on the
Nyx dataset. In other words, GPU-SZ can provide a higher
compression ratio compared to cuZFP, given the same recon-
structed data quality. This can be attributed to (1) the ABS
mode having better compression performance than the fixed-
rate mode on the Nyx dataset (cuZFP has not supported the
ABS mode yet), and (2) the adaptive predictor [11] (Lorenzo
or regression-based predictor) of GPU-SZ has higher decorre-
lation efficiency than the block transform of cuZFP on the field
4We provide the detailed instructions for readers to reproduce our experi-
mental results at https://github.com/jinsian/VizAly-Foresight.
(a) Nyx
(b) HACC
Fig. 4: Rate-distortion of GPU-SZ and cuZFP on HACC and Nyx
datasets. Solid lines represent compression by GPU-SZ. Dashed lines
represent compression by cuZFP.
with extremely large value range but concentrated distribution,
such as the fields in the Nyx dataset. Furthermore, we observe
that most of the rate-distortion curves linearly increase with
the bitrate and have similar slopes. However, the rate-distortion
curves of GPU-SZ on baryon density and temperature field
drop dramatically when the bitrate is lower than about 2.
Compared with the results shown in the previous work [11],
we infer that this drop could be caused by the GPU-SZ dataset
blocking, which divides the data into multiple independent
blocks and decorrelates at the block borders, leading to more
unpredictable data points and a lower compression ratio,
given the same level of distortion. Note that the compression
quality of cuZFP with block transform degrades noticeably
(a) cuZFP
(b) GPU-SZ
Fig. 5: Power spectrum analysis on different reconstructed fields in Nyx dataset using cuZFP and GPU-SZ with different bitrates and ratios,
respectively. The orange dashed line stands for a pk ratio constraint of 1±1%.
on baryon density because it has relatively more extreme
values compared to the other fields in the Nyx dataset. Lastly,
we observe that for both GPU-SZ and cuZFP, their rate-
distortion curves for velocity fields are almost identical. This is
because velocity fields have similar data characteristics, which
is more randomly compared with the other fields, according
to previous studies [40], [41].
Figure 4b shows the rate-distortion curves of GPU-SZ and
cuZFP on the HACC dataset. Similar to previous observations,
we note that the linearity between PSNR and bitrate for
both GPU-SZ and cuZFP. Compared to cuZFP, GPU-SZ has
comparable performance on the velocity fields (vx, vy, vz) but
better performance on the position fields (x, y, z). This is
because we adopt the PW_REL mode on the velocity data for
GPU-SZ. Unlike ABS mode, which introduces the same level
of distortion to each data point, PW_REL mode introduces the
error based on the data point value. It is worth noting that (1)
PSNR is sensitive to the large error given the same bitrate,
and (2) higher PSNR does not necessarily indicate better
postanalysis quality, especially when taking into consideration
the cosmology-specific metrics such as power spectrum and
dark matter halos. In our experiments, we observe that the
PW_REL mode can result in better compression quality in
terms of power spectrum and halo finder (illustrated in the
next section). Thus, we use in this paper the PW_REL mode
for the velocity fields in the HACC dataset.
B. Power Spectrum and Halo Finder Analysis
Next, we evaluate the reconstructed data based on power
spectrum and halo finder. The analysis is generated by Fore-
sight’s PAT and Cinema.
Figure 5a shows six power spectra of the Nyx dataset
with different compression ratios. Note that the power spectra
are not in a one-to-one mapping to each data field; instead,
some power spectra are composites of two or more fields.
Specifically, the sub-figures from left to right and top to bottom
are the power spectra on baryon density, dark matter density,
overall density (baryon density and dark matter density),
temperature, velocity magnitude (
√
vx2 + vy2 + vz2), and
velocity vz. Note that we only show the power spectrum of
velocity vz because it is similar to that of velocities vx and
vy. Here the x-axis stands for frequency in log scale, and the
y-axis is the ratio of the power spectra on the reconstructed
data and that on the original data (pk ratio). Our primary goal
is to identify a compression configuration that can maintain
the pk ratio within 1±1% and has the highest compression
ratio. We will further explain the reason for choosing the
highest compression ratio in the following discussion. From
the figure, we observe that when the bitrate is 2, except
for velocity fields, the pk ratios of the remaining fields are
lower than 0.99 or larger than 1.01, which is unacceptable.
Therefore, we choose the fixed bitrate of (4, 4, 4, 2, 2, 2) for
the six fields, respectively, with cuZFP, which will result in
an overall compression ratio of 10.7×. Similarly, based on
Figure 5b, we can with GPU-SZ determine the error bound
of (0.2, 0.4, 1e+3, 2e+5, 2e+5, 2e+5) for the six fields, respec-
tively. The overall compression ratio under this configuration
is 15.4×.
As we mentioned in the previous discussion, higher PSNR
does not necessarily indicate better compression quality in
terms of power spectrum and halo finder. Compared to the
result shown in Section V-A, cuZFP can maintain the pk ratio
within 1±1% using the bitrate of 4 for baryon density, and its
corresponding PSNR is 88.45 dB. However, GPU-SZ using
the absolute error bound of 1.0 has the PSNR of 102.45 dB.
However, its pk ratio exceeds 1.01, which is unacceptable.
In fact, when choosing the absolute error bound of 0.2 for
baryon density, GPU-SZ can provide acceptable pk ratio and
higher compression ratio than cuZFP. The above observations
demonstrate the necessity of domain-specific metrics evalua-
tion rather than only the general rate-distortion evaluation.
For the HACC dataset, Figure 6 illustrates the comparison of
the halo finder analysis on the original data and reconstructed
data with GPU-SZ and cuZFP. We observe that the counts
of halos generated by the original data (black line) and
reconstructed data (dashed red line) are close to each other.
We also plot the curves for the ratio of the halo counts on
the original data and the halo counts on the reconstructed data
with different compression ratios, as shown in Figure 6a. It
is worth noting that all the halo count ratios of GPU-SZ are
close to 1, which demonstrates that the halo information is
well preserved during the lossy compression. Therefore, we
choose the absolute error bound of 0.005 and 0.025 for the
position and velocity fields, respectively, leading to the highest
compression ratio of 4.25×. To maintain a high accuracy of
halo finder analysis, we must choose the fixed bitrate higher
than 8 for cuZFP, as shown in Figure 6b. This configuration
results in an overall compression of 4×, which is slightly lower
than GPU-SZ’s 4.25×. Note that we use different compression
modes for GPU-SZ and cuZFP.
C. Throughput Evaluation
In this section, we discuss our evaluation on the GPU-based
lossy compression throughput based on the tested datasets. For
(a) GPU-SZ
(b) cuZFP
Fig. 6: Comparison of halo finder analysis on original and recon-
structed HACC dataset. X-axis represents the halo mass. Left y-axis
represents the counts of halos (black line is for original data, red
dashed line is for reconstructed data). Right y-axis represents the
ratio of counts generated by reconstructed data and original data.
the time measurement of each CUDA (de)compression kernel,
we first warm up the GPU device by running the kernel 10
times, and then we measure the times of next 10 runs and
calculate the average and standard deviation. For measuring
the time of single-core or multi-core (de)compression, we
perform each experiment 5 times and calculate the average and
standard deviation. We observe that all the standard deviation
values are relatively negligible compared to their average
values because our experiments are conducted under a very
stable environment by dominating the entire GPU nodes.
Throughput is one of the most important advantages for
using GPU-based lossy compression over traditional CPU-
based compression. Before comparing the overall GPU and
CPU throughput, we must understand how much time each
GPU-based lossy compression and decompression component
spends. As discussed in Section III, we assume that the original
data are stored in the GPU memory after generation, and
then the compressed data would be moved from GPU to disk
through CPU after compression. Figure 7a shows the time
breakdown of compression with cuZFP on the Nyx dataset
using different bitrates. cuZFP compression and decompres-
sion contain the following steps: (1) copying the compression
parameters from CPU to GPU and preallocating the GPU
memory space for the compressed or decompressed data, de-
noted by init (i.e., blue bar); (2) launching the compression
(a) compression
(b) decompression
Fig. 7: Breakdown of compression and decompression time with
cuZFP on Nyx dataset.
kernel and performing compression or decompression, denoted
by kernel (i.e., pink bar); (3) copying the compressed data
back to CPU, denoted by memcpy (i.e., green bar); and (4)
deallocating the GPU memory space, denoted by free (i.e.,
yellow bar). The red dashed line in Figure 7a is the baseline
of copying the original data from GPU to CPU without any
compression.
From Figure 7a, we observe that given the same bitrate,
the overall compression and decompression time and their
breakdown are relatively consistent across different data fields.
The reason is that the most time-consuming step memcpy
and kernel are directly related to the data size, whereas the
same bitrate will lead to the same data size. We also note that
the compression and decompression time of higher bitrate is
longer than that of lower bitrate. It is because memcpy (i.e.,
GPU-CPU in compression or CPU-GPU in decompression)
takes more time for the compressed data with higher user-set
bitrate. In addition, the kernel throughput is also decreased
by increasing the bitrate. This is important for optimizing the
compression configuration for cosmological simulations that
will be discuss more in the next section. It is worth noting
that the compression kernel time on GPU is relatively low
compared to the data transfer time between GPU and CPU
(i.e., memcpy). However, it can be significantly reduced by
leveraging new CPU-to-GPU interconnect technology with
higher bandwidth such as NVLink or asynchronous GPU-
CPU communication. Therefore, the high-throughput GPU
(de)compression introduces only a negligible overhead to the
overall performance of the simulation.
Figure 7b shows the time breakdown of decompression with
cuZFP. Similarly, we assume that the compressed data must
Fig. 8: Comparison of compression and decompression throughput
with SZ and ZFP using Intel Xeon Gold 6148 CPU and Nvidia Tesla
V100 GPU on PantaRhei cluster.
Fig. 9: Comparison of compression and decompression throughput
with cuZFP on different GPUs.
be copied from CPU to GPU and then decompressed with the
GPU kernel; and the decompressed data will be directly passed
to the following simulation or analysis tasks. The observations
here are similar to compression, and the main performance
bottleneck is the data transfer time from CPU to GPU, which
demonstrates that higher compression ratio is important to the
overall (de)compression throughput.
Because we already determined the best-fit compression
configurations for cuZFP and GPU-SZ on the Nyx dataset
in the last section, we will keep using those settings for
the overall throughput evaluation. Specifically, we set the
bitrate of (4, 4, 4, 2, 2, 2) and the absolute error bound of
(0.2, 0.4, 1e+3, 2e+5, 2e+5, 2e+5) for the six Nyx fields with
cuZFP and with GPU-SZ, respectively. Figure 8 shows the
comparison of compression and decompression throughput
using SZ and ZFP on CPU and GPU. We use the Nvidia
Tesla V100 GPU and the 20-core Intel Xeon Gold 6148
CPU in this evaluation. Note that ZFP does not support the
decompression with OpenMP yet [42] (i.e., denoted by “N/A”).
We observe that even considering the time of data transfer
between CPU and GPU, the GPU-based lossy compression
such as cuZFP can still achieve much higher throughput than
does the compression on a multi-core CPU. Moreover, taking
into account multiple GPUs on a single node, for instance,
six Nvidia Tesla V100 GPUs per Summit node, cuZFP can
significantly reduce the compression overhead to 140 of the
original multi-core compression overhead (e.g., from more
than 10% to lower than 0.3%). Again, the overall compression
and decompression throughput can be further improved by
using a faster CPU-GPU interconnect or asynchronous GPU-
CPU communication. We will further evaluate our work on
the advanced supercomputers such as Summit in the future.
Fig. 10: Compression and decompression throughput with cuZFP
on Nyx dataset. Dashed lines represent throughput including data
transfer between CPU and GPU. Solid lines represent cuZFP kernel
throughput. Baseline is data transfer without compression.
We also conducted an experiment to evaluate the compres-
sion and decompression kernel throughput on different GPUs.
The data transfer time for different GPUs is similar, because
all the GPUs are connected to their hosts via 16-lane PCIe
3.0 interconnect. Figure 9 and Table I demonstrate that the
kernel throughputs can be increased by using upgraded GPU
hardware, such as more shaders, higher peak performance, and
higher memory bandwidth.
D. Configuration Optimization Guideline
To determine the best-fit compression configurations for
different lossy compressors and cosmological datasets, we
need to balance three key features: compression quality (post-
analysis), compression ratio (storage), and overall compression
throughput (performance). In the above section, we analyzed
the relationship between compression quality and ratio based
on the tested datasets. In the following discussion, we will
explain how they interact with overall throughput.
Figure 10 illustrates the relationship between overall
throughput and bitrate with cuZFP on the Nyx dataset. We
can observe that both the kernel throughput and overall
throughput are decreased by increasing the bitrate. Higher
bitrate (i.e., lower compression ratio) usually means storing
more useful information (as illustrated in Figure 4), which
would lead to more computations during compression and
decompression. This phenomenon is also observed in many
previous studies [9], [12]. Also, as we discussed above, the
data transfer time between CPU and GPU also increases with
bitrate. Therefore, this suggests that after determining a set
of compression configurations (e.g., bitrate or error bound)
that can generate acceptable reconstructed data considering
power spectrum and halo finder, we can choose the one with
the highest compression ratio to be the best-fit configuration,
which can result in both the highest overall throughput and
performance and lowest storage overhead.
In summary, our optimization guideline consists of (1)
using our Foresight framework to benchmark different GPU-
based lossy compressors with various configurations based on
the target cosmological simulation datasets; (2) identifying
a set of configurations to produce acceptable reconstructed
data based on the power spectrum and halo finder analysis
using Foresight; and (3) choosing the configuration with the
highest compression ratio as the best-fit setting. By using
these guidelines, cosmology researchers and scientists can
find the best-fit compression configuration in terms of both
performance and storage overhead for using the in situ lossy
compression in their extreme-scale cosmological simulation.
For scientific applications in other domains, we can apply our
approach to them by simply implementing additional analysis
functions and/or scripts to the Foresight’s PAT component.
VI. RELATED WORK
Although lossy compression has been studied for many
years to save the storage space and I/O cost for large-scale
scientific simulations, such as climate simulation [20], [43], it
has been recently investigated for extreme-scale cosmological
simulations. For example, Tao et al. [40], [44] proposed to
use the data smoothness in space to improve the SZ lossy
compressor for single snapshots of cosmological simulations.
A few studies [41], [44], [44] later identified that cosmological
simulation data have very low smoothness in space, leading
to low compression quality. Thus, Li et al. [41] proposed
an optimized compression model that combines space-based
compression and time-based compression for cosmological
simulations. However, unlike the lossy compression studies
for climate simulations that have investigated the evaluation
metrics suggested by climatologists [20], existing work for
cosmological simulations has only considered general com-
pression quality metrics, such as compression ratio, rate-
distortion, and compression and decompression throughput,
all of which cannot guarantee the feasibility of using lossy
compression for real-world cosmological simulations, as dis-
cussed in Section III. Additionally, none of the existing work
has studied advanced GPU-based lossy compressors for large-
scale scientific simulations, including cosmological simula-
tions. Compared with existing work, our paper is the first work
on quantitatively evaluating GPU-based lossy compression on
real-world extreme-scale cosmological simulations that take
into account both general and cosmology-specific evaluation
metrics suggested by domain scientists.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we conduct a thorough empirical evaluation
for two leading GPU-based error-bounded lossy compres-
sors on the real-world extreme-scale cosmological simulation
datasets HACC and Nyx. We evaluate different compression
configurations and how they affect the general compression
quality and post-analysis quality. For easier evaluation, we
implement the GPU-based lossy compressors into our open-
source compression benchmark and analysis tool Foresight.
Finally, we provide a general optimization guideline for cos-
mologists to determine the best-fit configurations for different
GPU-based lossy compressors and extreme-scale cosmological
simulations. In the future, we plan to investigate more GPU-
based lossy compressors once they are released and more real-
world extreme-scale scientific simulations.
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